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1. INTRODUCTIVE 
In this paper we shall study the initial value problem 
Dtjf(x, 0) = 0, O<j<nz, 
(1.1) 
where P is a hyperbolic partial differential operator. Thus we assume that 
is a polynomial with infinitely differentiable coefficients for x in Euclidean 
zz space and t in some interval 0 < t < 6. Here we use standard multiindex 
notation, D, = -ia/&, etc. (see Hormander [24] and Appendix A). If we let 
P,, be the terms of P of degree m, then we always assume that P is hyperbolic, 
thus 
(l-3) 
where h>(x, z, E) is a real-valued infinitely differentiable function of 
X, t, / E 1 = 1 and positive homogeneous of degree one in E. ‘R7e do mt assztnze 
that the hi’s are &ktinct. This gives rise to the name nonstrictly hyperbolic. 
There are currently two approaches to this problem. One is to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on P so that problem (1.1) can be solved 
with square integrable data (see A. Lax [12]). The other approach, which 
sheds much light on the first approach, is the following: Given P, determine a 
class of data for which problem (1.1) is solvable (see Leray and Ghya [13, 141). 
In our problem such classes turn out to be classes of Gevrey functions. We 
shall follow the second approach which we now describe. 
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A functionf(N) is said to be Gevrey of order d > 1 if there exist constants 
M and R such that 
for all x and a. Our final result, Theorem 5.1, says that if the data for 
Problem (1.1) are in a Gevrey class of order d < m/(m - l), where nz is the 
order of P, then Problem (1.1) is uniquely solvable in such a class. This new 
result is significant because we allow the characteristics of P (i.e., the h,‘s) 
to have variable multiplicity. Thus it applies to a more general class of equa- 
tions than the results of Ohya [S] w h o assumes that the characteristics of P 
have constant multiplicity. Theorem 5.1 also applies to equations not covered 
by the results of Leray and Ohya 1131 since they assume that P,, can be 
factored as a product of strictly hyperbolic operators, or those of Beals [9] 
since he must assume certain of the operators involved in his equations are 
elliptic. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider the operator 
P = D,2 + a@, t)2d + b(x, t) Dt + 2 c&v, t) D,, + d(x, t), U-6) 
which has associated symbols 
P(x, t, c$, A) = A” - n(x, t)’ [ .$ j2 + b(x, t)h + C c,(x, t) E, + d(x, t), 
P&, t, 6, A) = h’ - a(x, t)S I E 12 = (A - a(“6 t) I ,$ I)@ + a@, t) I f I), (1.7) 
I CT I2 = 2 I Ei I29 n t 2. 
i=l 
If we assume that a(x, t) is real and that certain Gevrey conditions on a, b, c, d 
hold, then we may apply the results of Section 5 (see Theorem 5.1). However, 
if a(.~, t) = 0 at some point but is not identically zero, then (1.7) has charac- 
teristics of variable multiplicity. Consequently, the results of Ohya [S] do not 
apply. Nor do the results of Leray and Ohya [12] apply since P,, cannot be 
factored as a product of strictly hyperbolic diffwntial operators. Finally, 
since a(~, t)*A is not uniformly elliptic, the results of Beak [9] do not apply. 
Because the purpose of this paper is to illustrate our techniques and not 
necessarily to give the most general results, we have concentrated on proving 
Theorem 5.1. However our techniques have a much more general applica- 
bility. At the end of Section 5 we give precise statements of some of the 
following results along with indications as to how some of the results are 
obtained. First we consider improving Theorem 5.1 by placing additional 
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hypothesis on P and then improving the choice of d. If we assume that Pm has 
k distinct roots, then we can choose d < (m - K + l)/(~z - k), (Theorem 5.2). 
If we assume that 
P = PIP2 -0. P, + Q, (1.5j 
where Pi is a strictly hyperbolic polynomial (has distinct characteristics) of 
degree mi and Q is a polynomial of degree 4 with 
then we can choose d < m/q (Theorem 5.3). We also assume that the 
characteristics of P have constant multiplicity and that T is the largest 
multiplicity of any root. In this case we can choose d < r/(r - 1) (Theorem 
5.4). In addition, if we assume that P can be written as in (1.5) and then we can 
choose d < r/(max(O, q + Y - tiz) (Theorem 5.5). These last two results give 
the same value of d as those of Leray and Ohya [ 131 if one takes into considera- 
tion the results of Matsuura [17]. 
The generalization of our results to systems, in fact nonlinear systems, is 
straightforward, if a bit lengthy (see Duchateau and Treves [l], Nirenberg [3], 
and Leray and Ohya [14]). Furthermore, it is possible to consider the adjoint 
situation and thus solve our equations in the dual spaces of our Gevrey spaces. 
This has not previously been done. 
We only consider d > 1, however if we choose d = 1, then our “Gevrey 
functions” are actually analytic. Our theory applies in this situation but does 
not give the results as general as those in Treves [6]. To obtain solvability 
results that are global in the time variable, we must assume that the data of 
our problem satisfy the conditions of our theorems uniformly for all time and, 
in addition, that d satisfies a strict inequality. The fact that d satisfies a strict 
inequality means that we must assume additional restrictions on the behavior 
of our data in the space variables, a complication that does not appear in the 
classical hyperbolic case. This same feature appears in the results of Ohya [S] 
and Leray and Ohya [13]. In many of our results we do not require that the 
data be infinitely differentiable in t. It is also possible to consider problems 
whose data may not be continuous in t. As a particular example, Baouendi and 
Goulaouic [20] study problems which have Cauchy singularities. 
We can also study a class of operators never studied before, namely, those 
whose principle part is a product of hyperbolic and parabolic pseudo- 
differential operators. In fact, if the parabolic operators have constant 
coefficients, then the estimates of Section 3 are trivial and the reader can 
easily give some solvability results for these equations. We shall return to 
the variablemcoefficient case in a future paper. 
We now give a brief outline of our methods for attacking problem (1.1). 
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In Section 2 we develop the necessary abstract theory, a generalization of 
the results of [6]. There one tries to solve abstract problems of the form 
where f. and g(t) belong to a scale of Banach spaces and A is a special type of 
operator on the scale of Banach spaces. 
We wish to replace djdt by a general first order hyperbolic pseudo-differen- 
tial operator. This is done abstractly by introducing the notion of an evolution 
operator and then replacing djdt by such an operator. In the final form, we 
present our results for higher order systems of equations. The notion of an 
evolution operator in the sense that we use it is new with this paper. We 
provide an elementary example in Section 2. 
When applying the results of Section 2 we search for solutions of (1.1) in 
certain scales of Gevrey functions. Thus we need to know that the first order 
hyperbolic pseudodifferential operators 
D, - h&x, t, D,) (1.9) 
that arise in (1.11) below are evolution operators. To show this we must 
prove that the initial value problem 
(Dt - G, t, w f(x, t) = &, 4% 
f (x, 0) = 0 
(1.10) 
is solvable and that the solution satisfies a generalized energy inequality. 
We show this in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we show that P(x, t, 4, h) (not just P,) can be factored as 
p~~,t,~,h~=a,oa,o~~~oa~,~~,oa,G~~~oa, 
+L420a30-..0a, + - + 4+1 o a, + 4, (1.11) 
where 
ai = Dt - A&x, t, D,) 
and Ai is a pseudodifferential operator or order j - 1, 1 ,( j < 111, inde- 
pendent of D, . To obtain this factorization we need not assume that the roots 
of PJx, t, E, h) have constant multiplicity. 
Finally, in Section 5 we combine the results of Sections 2-4 to obtain our 
existence and uniqueness result. In Section A we introduce a class of pseudo- 
differential operators with Gevrey coefhcients which we use throughout the 
paper. 
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2. ABSTRACT EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
In this section we shall prove an abstract existence and uniqueness theorem. 
It is a generalization of the Ovcyannikov theorem used by F. Treves in [6] to 
study hyperbolic equations with analytic coefficients. We note that this 
theorem already has many versions and applications [l-5]. After a few 
definitions we shall provide a simple example to illustrate our method. 
First, we introduce the notian of a scale of Banach spaces and two special 
classes of operators on such scales 
DEFINITION 2.1. For every S, 0 < s < 1, let X, be a Banach space with 
norm /I . /jS . If for s’ < s 
x, c x,, (2.1) 
and 
II x lls* f II x lls for x E X, , (2.2) 
then we call X,Y a scale of Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X, be a scale of Banach spaces and let A be a 
bounded operator mapping XS into X,p for s’ < s. If for all a, 0 < a < 1, 
XEX,,) a < s < I, there is a constant C such that 
I/ Ax ljsp s c 11 xjjs (s - s/)-d, (2.3) 
then A is said to be of type don the scale X, . 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let us try to solve the problem: 
(44 $0 = A@> + y(t), 
x(0) = 0, 
where A is of type one on the scale X, . Formally we can write a solution of 
(2.4) as 
x(t) = s” eA(t--7) y(7) dr. (2.5) 
0 
Because A is of type one we have the estimate 
for s’ < s. Consequently, the power series for eAt defines an analytic function 
of t valued in the space L(X, , X,,) of continuous (in the uniform topology) 
linear operators mapping X, into X,, for t sufficiently small. 
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If y(t) is a continuous X, valued function, then eAo-~)y(~) is a continuous 
X,, valued function for t (and consequently Q-) sufficiently small. Thus (2.5) 
is well defined and provides a solution to (2.4). We continue this example 
after the next few definitions. 
The point of the present exposition is to modify Eq. (2.4) by replacing 
didt by a more general operator D. In particular D will be chosen as a general 
first order hyperbolic operator. We also note that in Steinberg [5] there is 
a general discussion, using the idea of analytic vectors, of how to choose an 
appropriate scale of spaces given an operator 8. 
To describe the operators we shall consider, we must introduce several 
concepts. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A real valued function on the interval 0 < t < co is 
called a scale function if it satisfies 
(4 P(O) = 1, P(t) > 0, 
(b) p(t) is continuous, 
(c) p(t) is monotonically decreasing. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If m is a nonnegative integer, S > 0, X, is a 
scale, and p(t) is a scale function, then x(t) E @[S, X, , p, 1fi-j means that 
suPcl<t<s(!l m!lSdt)) is finite and ~(7) E C”[[O, t], Xs&j for 7 E [0, t] and 
t E [0, 61. For the definition of P[[O, t], XsPct)] see Appendix A. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If x(t) E GF[S, X, , p, 01, t/m 11 ~(t)jl,,(,) is measurable 
on [O, S]. 
Proof. For 7 < t 
II “m,(t) - II 4dlI SD(T) < II w - 4dllsdt) * 
This implies that our function is left lower semicontinuous and thus 
measurable. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let X, be a decreasing scale and let S be some positive 
number. We call D an evolution operator with respect to X8 on the interval 
[0, S] if for any n, 0 < a < 1, there exists a constant C and a scale function 
p(t) such that 
(i) for any ?I, 0 < 17 < 6, D is a linear map of U[v, X, , p, l] into 
??[q, X,t , p, O] for all s’ < s, 
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(ii) D possesses a unique linear inverse in the sense that if for some 
7 < 8, r(t) E %[v, X,, p, 01, then there exists a unique D-l~r(t) E %[T, X,, , p, l] 
for all s’ < s satisfying 
DD-ly(t) == y(t), o<t<l7, 
(iii) if for some q < 6,3)(t) E V[y, X, , p(t), l] and J)(O) = 0, then 
D-lDy(t) = y(t). 
DEFIKITION 2.6. We call an evolution operator D m-smooth with respect 
top on the interval [O, S] if for every ‘I, 0 < 9 ,( 8, and every k, 0 < k < m, 
D maps %[T, X, , p, k] into V?[y, X,? , p, k - l] and D-l maps %[T, X, , p, k - l] 
into ++j, X,, , p, k] for all s’ < s. 
FXAnlPLE 2.1 (continued). As before X, is a decreasing scale and il is of 
type one. We shall show that D = dldt - A is an evolution operator on X, . 
First we consider two important estimates. Let 11 . j/9,,S be the operator norm 
for the linear mappings of X,, into X, . Consequently, if r < t and s < s’: 
then 
provided 
where M is sufficiently large. We do this by choosing 
p(t) = e-mt, nz 1 s-1 9 6 = a/elW, 
where s is restricted to a < s < 1. The second estimate is 
for some constant C provided (t - T) < p(S)(s - s’)/2eM. 
Next, if r(t) E U[v, XS, , p, 01, define 
D-v(t) = Jot eA(&) Y(T) A. 
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We now show that the integrand in D-l is a continuous function of r valued 
in XSZ)u) for any s < s’. Write 
gA(t-T)y(~) - eA(t-uJy(o) = eA(t*)(y(~) -y(g)> + &(t--7)(1 - &(T-o)}y(u). 
If (T < 7 < t and s < s’, then estimate the sp(t) norm of the above by 
applying (EJ and the continuity of y(a) in Xse(7) to the first term in the 
right-hand side and El , E, , and Proposition 2.1 to the second term in the 
right-hand side. Thus D+(t) is well defined and belongs to Xspft) for any 
s < s’. Moreover, El implies that 
for any s < s’. 
To prove the continuity of D-ly(t) we write 
D-ly(t) - D-ly(~) = {e A(t--7) - I} D+(T) + 1’ eA(*-O) y(o) du 
7 
and use (Es) and the last estimate above to estimate the sp(t) norm of the first 
term on the right-hand side and (E,) to estimate the second term on the 
right-hand side. Thus 
D-‘r(t) E qh, Xs , P, 01. 
Recall that D = d/dt - A and consequently 
D+(t) - D-~(T) = s” {AD+(a) + y(a)} du, 
7 
which easily implies that 
D-W) E Vq, X, , P, 11, 
for s < s’. It is clear that D is m smooth for any m. 
We are now in a position to state the main problem of this section. Let Dj , 
1 < j < m, be evolution operators with respect to some scale XS and BvIli , 
1 < v, p < N, 1 < j < m, be operators of finite type on X, . Define 
A,, = I (an identity operator), 
4 = Dj+lo Ai+1 , O<j<m-1, 
A = A,. 
(2.6) 
We want to solve the abstract “initial value problem” 
As(t) = f f R& Ai&)> + yv(th 
u=li=l 
Ap,(O) = 0, 1 <j<m, 1 <V<N, 
(2.7) 
for functions x,(t) when yY(t) belongs to XS . 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X, be a decreasing scale and let D, , 1 < j < m, be nt 
smooth evolution operators with respect to X, on the intewal0 < t < 6. For 
each a, 0 < a < 1, let the operators Dj have a common scale functioolls p(t). 
Next, assume that there are numbers p, > 0, 1 < v < AT, such that Bvpj(t), 
1 < v, p < N, 1 < j < m, is of type j f p, - p, on the scale XS zohere 
1 + p, - p, > 0. For 0 < s’ < s < 1 let B,,,(t) E C[[O, 6],L(X, , X,5,)]. 
Fimlly assume that y”(t) E V[S, X, , p(t), 01. Then for any 8, s, a < s < 1, 
thePe exists an 71 < 6 szlch that the problem given by (2.6) and (2.7) has a unique 
set 0J solutions 
Proof. We define x,” inductively by 
Ax,O(t) = Y”(f), 
N m 
A$fl(t) = c c &j(t) Ajx,yt). 
ic=l j==l 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
First, it is easily shown by induction that x~(t) is well defined, 
and in particular, 
-4x>(t) E Wk X, , PWI, 
for all s < 1. 
We now prove by induction the following estimate: 
j( &,~:(t)\l~~(~) < Kn+l(n + l)sy+nz-’ (p(t)(l - s))-““-*“” t,+‘. (2.10) 
Clearly 
II &.$yt)lls,(,) < K(p(t)(l - s))Y” ii, O<t<6, (2.11) 
where 
for some constant M, and 
K > MCj/j!, O<j<m. 
Now, for some constant C, and s’ < s the sp(t) norm of a general term in 
(2.9) is estimated by 
C,[p(t)(,-’ - s)l”~+-j II4~,“(t)li,~,(,) , (2.12) 
.505!17iI-9 
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which by our induction hypothesis is estimated by 
C,[(p(t)(s’ - qycL--j K”“l@ + l)w-9 (p(t)( 1 - S))-n+% p+j. (2.13) 
Note that sp(t) satisfies 0 < up(S) < sp(t) < 1. Next, using the linearity of D, 
we see that 11 ~$a?+l(t)Jj,,t,) is estimated by a sum of terms which are k-fold 
integrals of th above. That is, for some constant C we replace tn+j by 
Cktn+j+k/(7z + j + 1) ... (n + j + k) 
in (2.12). If in (2.13) we set 
s - s’ = (1 - s)/(n + l), 1 - S’ = (1 - S)?z/(n + l), 
we can estimate (2.13) by 
(p(t)(l - S))---D, (a + 1)%+-j (n + l)--pu+~v+j (a + I)-” 
(1 $. 1 /fZ)nm+z+ CIKn+lcy+y 
If we also choose 
(2.14) 
K > e”2”v C,C”, 1 <v,<N, 0 < k < m, 
then we can estimate (2.14) by 
p2(p(t)(l - S))h+lh--g (n + 2)m--k+ov p+1+?2 (2.15) 
as desired. 
Estimate (2.10) implies that L4~~y~~(t), 0 < j < m, 1 < v < N, are sum- 
mable in Xspct) for 
If we choose 
t/p(t)” < (I - +/K, a,<s<l. (2.16) 
and recall that 
7 = min(S, (1 - s)mp(8)“/2K), (2.17) 
for -r < t, then &v,“(7) is uniformly summable in XsDct) for T < t < 7. 
Thus, if we define 
.k$j(t) = i Ap”yt), 
7L=O 
then 
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Next, parts (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.5 imply that 
and consequently s(t) is a solution of Problem (2.7). Next note that because 
we choose ~1 smaller than necessary we can choose some s’ > s such that 
which in turn implies that 
3. THE ENERGY INEQUALITY 
In this section we shall show that certain first order hyperbolic pseudo- 
differential operators having Gevrey coefficients are evolution operators on 
certain scales of Gevrey spaces. Our results essentially involve the solvability 
of the inhomogeneous initial value problem 
(Dt - 4% t, D,))f(x, t) = &G t), 
f(X, 0) = 0, 
(3.1) 
where A(x, t, D,) is a first order pseudodifferential operator. In order to do 
this we need a theory of pseudodifferential operators with Gevrey coefficients 
which we develop in the appendix of this paper. We refer the reader to the 
appendix for basic definitions. In particular we define the space of Gevrey 
symbols GS(IZ, s, m) and Hilbert spaces of Gevrey functions G(d, s). 
THEOREM 3.1. For some d > 1, 6, p > 0, let A(x, t, E) be a Teal-valued 
continuous mapping of t E [O, S] into GS(d, p, 1). Then for all b < p there 
exists 9 < 6 such that if 
X, = G(d, bs), O<s<l, 
D = D, - A@, t, D,), 
(3.2) 
therz D is an evolution operator with respect to X, on the interval [0, 71. Moreover, 
for any a, 0 < a < 1, there are constants K and y szccl~ that any scale functioon 
satisfJ&zg 
is a scale function for D. 
p(t) < e-K6(l + yZ)-r (3.3) 
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COROLLARY 3.1. .rf the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold a?zd A(x, t, e) E 
P[[O, S], GS(d, p, I)] then D is m smooth. 
Next we state an essentially classical result on which we base our argument. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For some d > 1, 6, p > 0, assume that A(x, t, f) is 
real-valued, belongs to C[[O, 61, GS(d, p, l)], andg(t) = g(x, t) E C[[O, S], L,]. 
Then for some rl < 6 there exists a function f(t) = f (x, t) E Cl[[O, 71, L,] 
satisfying(3.1).IfD,~g(x, t) =D,‘“g(t) E C[[O, 71, LJforaZlcr, thenD,llf(x, t) = 
Df(t) E C[[O, 71, L,]. Mooreover 
(d/4 IlfMl G ~llf(t)ll + II&)l! (3.4) 
for some constant M. 
Proof. In all situations where we apply Proposition 3.1 we have that 
4x> 6 63 = x(!c> G, 4 0, 
where h(x, t, f) is homogeneous of degree one in f, and x is infinitely differen- 
tiable with x(f) = 0 for ( f 1 < 8 and x(f) = 1 for 1 E j > 1. More generally, 
if 
with x(f) h(x, t, f) E GS(d, p, 1) and /3(x, t, f) E GS(d, p, 0), then the material 
in Mizohata [7, 2”, p. 2141 and a simple Picard iteration scheme imply the 
existence of a solution to (3.1). The proof for the case -4(x, t, f) E GS(d, p, 1) 
is a simple modification of [7, 2”, p. 2141. The differentiability of the solution 
also follows as in [7, 2”, p. 2141. 
The energy inequality (3.4) also appears in 171, but since the proof is 
simple we indicate it here. Because A(x, t, 6) is real valued, the L, adjoint A* 
of A satisfies 
A*@, t, 6) = 4x, t, 0 + B(% t, 0, (3.5) 
where P(Y, t, 5) E GS(d, p’, 0) for any p’ < p. Thus 
(44 llf (W = (44x, t, RJ - /1*(x, t, &))f(t),f (9) + 24f (t>, g(t)> 
< 2~~llf @>l12 + 2 llf Ml II&)ll (3.6) 
where 2&Z is the L, norm of /S(x, t, D,). However /If (t)l/ is differentiable 
almost everywhere and thus we obtain (3.4). We remark that (3.4) can be 
integrated into the standard energy inequality 
II f Wll G Iot e"(t-T) 11 g(T)/] dr. (3.7) 
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The principle difficulty in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is overcome by the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For some d IL=- 1, 6, p > 0, assume that A(x, t, t) is real 
valzded and belongs to C[[O, SJ, GS(d, p, l)]. Thenfor an37 a and b, 0 < a < b < p 
there exist co&ants 7 < 6, C, k, y such that for any scale fmctionp(t> satisfying 
p(t) < ecMt(l -t yt)-l, (3.8) 
and for any g(t) E%[S, G d,bs, P, 01 there xists aa f(t) E WZ GO, , P, I! 
such that 
eMct+ II d411sdT~ II;- (3.9) 
fora<s<bandO<t<q. 
Proof. First note that Proposition 3.1 implies that (3.1) has a solution 
satisfying 
= &%(% 9 + za Q A(-yx, t, D,) D,y(x, t), (3.10) 
IPA4 
where 
da-qx t f) = D --pll(x t f) 9 7 1:- ,, . (3.11) 
Next, temporarily assume that fl(x, t, e) = 0 for / [ 1 < $. Since 
A(%, t, f) E GS(d, p, l), Theorem A.1.W imphes that 
(3.12) 
where ei = (0,O ,,.., sij ,..., O)(S,, = 0 if i # j, &, = l), and MI,, = j 9 \jd s-lpi, 
r = b/p for 0 < s < p and the dependence of K on A is given in the proof 
of Theorem A. 1 .VI. Here we use the fact that 
4~ t, 0 (x Eiz)-li2~ GWE, P, '3, (3.13) 
since .J(a, t, I) E GS(d, p, 1) and is zero for j [ j near zero. 
Now let 
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From (3.4), (3.10), and (3.12) we obtain 
This implies that 
A,’ d MA, + B, + z TX ( f ) W+z+zAz+, , 
where we have used the identity 
(‘“;‘I = ,gz (3. 
&a 
We now prove by induction the estimate 
A, < MJqt)(l + yt)” jot @(t--7) 
x5 eK@--nr) (k - q + l)-” M;%+(r)(l + y~)-~ B, &, 
4=1 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
where Kr = n&&K, K > 1, n 3 1 and p-“(t) is any scale function. The 
estimate 
A, ,( p(t)( 1 + yt) J-at e(“+KJ(t-T) p”(7-)( 1 + 1/7)--l Bl dT 
follows from (3.16) with K = 1. That is, 
A,’ < MA, + Bl + &A&A, 
and 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
PM1 + r~>P-W(l + lw 2 1 
Now integrate (3.16) to obtain 
for 0 < 7 < t. (3.21) 
A, < t e(M+K$C)(f--7) 
s 
(By + y aK (;) &r”lA,+,) do. (3.22) 
0 Z=O 
Assume (3.18) for all I < k and substitute this into (3.22). Interchanging 
various orders of integration and summation we get 
@f+fG)(t-T) B,,(T) dT + R, (3.23) 
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Now use the estimates 
k-2 
n~k-znq~z-, = (k - Qd/s 
s-%zK 1 (k - l),n+d-l +-l < y, 
z=q--1 
for a < s < b < p, q < k, 
[(k - Z)(Z - q + 2)]-” < (k - q + l)-“, for q--1<1<k-2, 
( ) z ; 1 W-z--1Mz+1 d ML 3 pz+yq < p”(t)9 for I < k, 
(1 + yt)‘+” < (1 + YV, for I+ 2 < k, 
(1 + Y~)Pwu + Y4 P(T) 2 1, for 0 < 7 < t, 
to transform (3.23) and (3.24) into (3.18). This finishes the induction. Note 
that in the above y is chosen sufficiently large and depends on a and b. We 
must make the restriction a < s < b for any b < p to keep y finite. 
Next, note that 
II nrW>ll < 44 3 Ial =k, 
B, B c II &%@)li. 
(B/=4 
Thus (3.18) can be rewritten as 
I/ D,“f(t)/ M$p-‘“‘(t)(l + ~t)-‘~’ e--K1’e’t 
d 
ct 
, (I 0~ I - I B I + 1)--S: e”(t-T) Miijp-“‘(~)(l + YV 
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Here 1 011 > 0 and ] /3 1 > 0. We can obviously drop ] ,fI ] > 0 since doing 
so only increases the right hand side. Then (3.25) holds for [ 011 = 0 since 
this is the usual L, energy inequality and follows from (3.7). However, 
(3.25) is the convolution of two sequences and since 
z. (I 01 I + 1)-m =gFl (k + l>-,, (” ;” -y ‘) = c (3.26) 
isfiniteifm>n+l,wehave 
1 [M&+‘(~)(l + yr)-“’ 64’a’T]l D;g(t)]l]’ (3.27) 
R 
as desired. 
Finally, if A(x, t, 0 # 0 for 1 e / < +, replace A(x, t, f) in the above 
argument by x(f) A(x, t, E) where x(E) is infinitely differentiable, x(f) = 0 
for If]<& and x(4)=1 for /E]>l. Note that for any p’<p, 
(1 - x(DJ) A(x, t, 0,) is a bounded operator in G(d, s) for s < p’. Conse- 
quently (3.9) implies that 
Ilf(0ll,,ct, G clot f+(t--7) W(&M + II d4ls~d dT, (3.28) 
for some constant C. Integrate this inequality on [0, t], interchange the order 
or integration, and rearrange terms, to obtain 
I 
t 
(3.29) 
0 
@f(t-T) Ilfk>llS9~7) & G c s,’ eMtt-) // g(Tkdd d7. 
Combining this with (3.28) we obtain our result. 
Remark. The above estimates resemble those given in Ohya [8]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First note that A@, t, 0%) is a continuous mapping 
oftE[O,6]intoL(X,,X,,)forallO <s’<s<p.Ifv <Sand 
f(t) E CW, ~1, WC Wd>l, 
then 
Df (t) = y - 4, t, a>f(t> (3.30) 
belongs to C[[O, 71, G(d, s’@(q))] for any s’ < S. This implies that if 
f(t) E V[S, X, , p(t), 11, then Of(t) E g[6, Xg , p(t), 0] for any s’ < s. 
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Next, Proposition 3.2 implies that there exists T < 6 such that if q’ < T 
and g(t) E%?[T’, X, ,p, 01, then there exists a function f(t) satisfying 
of(t) = g(t) and (3.9). Recall that X, = GB,bs and /j . /IS is the norm on X, . 
Now we must have f(t) E %?[v’, X, , p, 01. First, we know that f(~) maps 
7 E [O, t] continuously into L, . Next, (3.9) implies that 
llf(t)llsdt) G C4 
for some constant C. However, 
llf(4lszlw B Ilf(4lISdT) G G-- 
Thus J(T) is a bounded mapping of 7 E [0, t] into X,,(,) . Next, XSsti) is 
continuously injected into L, as a dense subset of L, a Thus the dual of L, is 
dense in the dual of XS9tt) . For any f * E X&,,, choose f,a* E L2* such that 
fn"+f* and estimate 
Kfn* +m*, f(T)>1 < Lfn* -fin* lLqnct, IlfWllx,,,,, 
G c II fn” -&tin* llx:,iDct, * 
This implies thatf( 7 is a weakly continuous (and hence strongiy measurable) ) 
mapping of T E [0, t] into XSy(t) . Write 
and note that for s’ < s the integrand is a bounded and strongly measurable 
mapping of 7 E [0, t] into Xs’&); consequently, f(t) is strongly continuous. 
This in turn implies that f(t) is strongly continuously differentiable, that is, 
f(t) E WI’, xs* , m 11 for s’ < S. 
Finally if f(t) ~%?[q’, X, , p(t), l] and y(0) = 0, then D-lDf(t) is well 
defined and the uniqueness Theorem for L, implies that D-‘Df(t) = f(t). 
Proof of CoroZZal;v 3.1. If .A(x, t, f) E Cm[[O, 61, GS(d, p, 111, then 
A(x, t, Ox) E fY[[O, a], L&X’, X,,)] for a < s’ < s < 1. The remainder of 
the proof follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. FACTORING PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall prove two theorems on factoring partial differential 
operators. These theorems allow us to factor hyperbolic equations in such a 
way that we can apply our previous results to the Cauchy problem for these 
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operators. The main difficulty here is factoring the lower order terms in our 
operators. We make extensive use of the calculus of pseudodifferential 
operators developed in Section A but note that we could use many other 
algebras of pseudodifferential operators. Techniques similar to ours have been 
used in the papers [g-20]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Iff orsomed>l,S,p>O,k,ZEN,k>O, 
where 
P(X) = 2 A$, 
j=O 
and 
whtie 
Af = A&, t, f> E C[[O, 61, GS(& p, I- j)I 
a, =x -Aj 1 <j<k 
then 
Aj = /I&X, t, 4) E Ck-l[[O, 61, GS(d, p, l)], 
,& = A@, t, f> E CW, 81, GS(d, P’, I- k +i)l, 
for any p' < p. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then 
W) = Q(h) o (A - 4 + R 
whme 
fl = A(%, 4 5) E Ck-l[[O, 61, GS(d, P, I)], 
k-l 
Q(h) = c QP, 
j=O 
Qj = Qj(*v, t, ~3 E C[[O, 61, GS(4 P’, I- 1 -.i)l, 
R = R(x, t, 5) E C[[O, 81, GS(d> P’, 41. 
Proof. In what follows one must be careful to distinguish between the 
product A,Az and the composite A, 0 A, of two symbols or pseudodifferential 
operators. We also make extensive use of two general facts. 
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First, if P(A), Aj , and A are as in Theorem 4.1, then we can divide P(h) 
by h - A to obtain 
P(A) = Q(h)@ - A) -t R, 
lC-1 
Q(X) = C CjA’, 
j=O 
k-j-1 
Cj = C -4j+l+iAi E C[[O, S]y GS(d, p’, I - 1 - j)], 
i=O 
R = J’(A) E C[P, 61, GS(d, p’, 111, 
for any p’ < p. The second fact is that Q(X)(X - A) and Q(h) 0 [A - A) 
have the same highest order terms as pseudodifferential operators in (&, A) 
with coefficients depending on (x, t). The composite always includes the X 
variable. 
In the following let p’ satisfy 0 < p’ < p. In the first step we set P,(h) = 
P(A). We define inductively 
Pi-l = Qi(X - A) + I$, , 
k-i 
where 0 < i < k and 
Ri E C[[O, 61, GS(4 p', l + 1 -j& 
Cf) E C[[O, 61, GS(d, p', I - i - j)], 
Aj(i) E C[[O, 61, GS(d, p’, 2 - i -j)], j> 1, 
.A!’ E C[[O, 61, GS(d, p’, E)]. 
If we set i = k in the above, we obtain 
Pk = P,, - QB o (A - A) = A:“? 
A?’ E C[[O, 61, GS(d, p’, l)]e 
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Eliminate the Pi from the above equations to obtain 
J’(h) = Q(h) 0 (A - 4 + R, 
k-l 
Q(h) = c B,hi = i Qj , 
PO j=l 
k-j 
Bj = c Ci’i) E C[[O, 61, GS(d, p’, I - 1 - j)] 
i=l 
R = A(“) 
0 . 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. This follows by repeated applications of Lemma 4.1. 
Consider now the partial differential operator 
P(x, t, D, , Dt) = Dtrn + c aEk(x, t) DzaDfk (4.1) 
k-em 
k+lal<m 
with associated symbol, 
P(x, t, 6, A) = 2” + 1 aJx, t) 5”Ak, (4.2) 
k<nZ 
k+lal<m 
and principle symbol, 
If we factor P,, as a polynomial in h, we obtain 
P&, t, f, h) = fi (A - qx, t, 5‘)). 
Cl 
(4.4) 
Henceforth, we assume the following: 
Assumption 4.1. For some 6 > 0, assume that ajk(x, t) is a complex 
valued infinitely differential function of x E 92% and a continuous function of 
t E [0, S]. Assume also that hj(x, t, 5) is a complex valued infinitely differen- 
tiable function of x E 2P, t E Wn, 1 ,$I = 1, and a continuous function of 
t E [O, 81. Finally, set 
which makes Xj positive homogeneous of degree one in 5. We also need the 
following: 
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DEFINITION 4.1. If P(x, t, 8, A) is as in (4.2), then 
P(x, t, E, 4 E C[k S,d, fl 
means that P(x, t, 5, A) satisfies Assumption 4.1. Moreover 
and 
where a,, and Aj are defined in (4.2) and (4.4) and x(E) is an infinitely 
differentiable function of E E 6%‘” with x(t) = 0 for 1 [ j < + and x(E) = 1 
for 151 > 1. 
We can now “totally factor” any partial differential operator of the form 
(4.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. If for some d > 1, 8, p, m > 0, P(x, t, E, A) is given by 
(4.1) and P(x, t, f, X) E C[m - 1, 6, d, p], then 
P(x, 6 D, , Da) 
aj = D, - Aj(x, t, D,), 
Pi = P&t t, DA, 
Aj is as given in Definition 4.1, and 
Pj(x, t, tj E C[[O, 81, GS(4 P’, j - 111 
for any p’, 0 < p’ < p. 
Proof. Set 
P&c, t, [, X) = P(x, t, (, A) - a, 0 a2 0 .A* 0 a, 
and then apply Theorem 4.1 with k = 1 = m - 1, and 8, = h - Aj+, . 
That is, set Aj , Pi of Theorem 4.1 equal to A,,, , &+1 of Theorem 4.2. 
5. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR HYPERBOLIC OPERATORS 
In this section we shall prove existence and uniqueness theorems for a 
certain class of hyperbolic equations, namely, the class of equations called 
nonstrictly hyperbolic. An interesting property of operators in this class is 
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that their characteristics may be multiple. It is known that, in general, such 
operators do not give correctly posed problems for the space of square 
integrable functions (see Lax [12], Leray and Ohya [13]). The class of non- 
strictly hyperbolic equations has been extensively studied (see Refs. [g-20]). 
We shall study the Gevrey solvability of nonstrictly hyperbolic equations. 
We do not assume that the characteristics of our equations have constant 
multiplicity as in Ohya [S]. Nor do we assume that the principle part of our 
operator can be written as a product of strictly hyperbolic operators as in 
Leray and Ohya [S] or that any of the operators involved in our equations are 
elliptic as in Beals [9] (see Example 1.1). 
We shall proceed by using the results of Section 4 to factor the equation 
under consideration into sums of products of first order operators. We then 
use the energy inequality of Section 3 combined with the abstract existence 
and uniqueness theorems of Section 2 to obtain our main results. It is not 
our purpose to give the most general theorems here, but we hope to illustrate 
how our general results can be used to analyze nonstrictly hyperbolic 
equations. It is clear that these results can be generalized to certain higher 
order systems which may in fact be nonlinear. 
We shall study the initial value problem 
P(x, t, n, , Dt)f(X, t) = g@, t>, 
(5-l) 
where 
We keep in force Assumption 4.1 which says aek and hj are smooth functions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. If P and hj are as in 5.2 and Ai , 1 < j < m, are real, 
then P is called hyperbolic. 
Also, recall that P E C[k, 6, d, p] means that P has Gevrey coefficients 
and roots (see Definition 4.1), G(d, ) s is a scale of Gevrey functions (see 
Definition A.2), and @?[q, G(d, s), p(t), 111 is a space of m times differentiable ] 
functions valued in G(d, s) (see Definition 2.4). 
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THEOREM 5.1. For some d > 1, 6, p, m > 0, let P(x, t, t, A) be as in (5.2), 
belong to C[nz - 1, 8, d, p], and be a hyperbolic polynomial of degree m. If 
d < nz/(m - l), then for any b < p there is a scale function p(t) such that i$ 
g(x> t> = g(t) E W6 W, P), p(t), 01, 
theltfor an37 s < b there exists 1 < 6 such that (5.1) has a unique solution 
f(x, t) = f(t) E WI, G(d, 4, p(t)> 4~ 
Proof. Theorem 4.2 implies that we can write 
Theorem 3.1 and its corollary imply that Dj = a: is an m smooth evoIution 
operator on the scale 
X, = G(d, bs), 
for all b < p. Theorem A. 1 .VI implies that fij is of type (j - l)~~z/(m - 1) <j 
on G(d, bs). Finally, 
implies that 
for any s, s’, with 0 < s’ < s < 1. An application of Theorem 2.1 completes 
the proof. 
We now consider problems in which the operator has a certain number of 
distinct characteristics, the characteristics have constant multiplicity, or the 
operator is a product of strictly hyperbolic operators. Basically we show that 
under these circumstances we can improve the choice of d in Theorem 5.1. 
We do not give proofs of the following results. However, at the end of this 
section we will indicate how to construct the missing proofs. 
DEFINITION 5.2. If P is as in (5.2) and if there exists S > 0 and k, 
1 < k < 112, such that R roots of Ptn(x, t, 5, X), say Xj for 1 < j < R, satisfy 
where the infemum is taken over 5 E .%P, [ 6 ( = 1, x E JZ”, t E [0, S], and 
1 < i < j < K, then we call P(x, t, .$, h) k-simple. If P(x, t, 5, X) is m-simple 
and hyperbolic, then P(x, t, 5, A) is called strictly hype&ok. 
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THEOREM 5.2. For some d > 1, 6, p, m, k, 0 < k < m, Jet P(x, t, 4; A) 
be as in (5.2), belong to C[a, 8, d, p], and be k simple hypmbolic. If 
d<(m- k + 1)&m - k), then there exists b > 0 and a scale jimction p(t) 
such that ;f 
g(t) = Ax, t) E @P> GM P), P(t), 01, 
then for any s < b there exists 7 < 8 szlch that (5.1) has a uniqtie solution 
f(t) = f@, 9 E WI> GM bs), p(t), ml. 
THEOREM 5.3. For some d > 1, p, d, k, mj > 0, 0 < j < k, let 
P&, t, f, A> E C[fit - I,% 4 PI 
be strictly hyperbolic po@nomials of degree mj where 
m = C mj . 
i=l 
FOP some q, 0 < q < m, assume that Q(x, t, 6, A) E C[m - 1, 6, d, p] is a 
polynomial of degree q and set 
P(x,t,&h) =P,“P,~...oP,~$Q. 
If d < m/q, then there exists b 3 0 and a scale function p(t) such tlzat ;f 
g(x, t> = g(t) E @P, W, P>, P(t)> 01, 
then for any s < b there exists an 17 < 8 such that (5.1) has a unique solution 
f (x, t> = f(t) E WI, W, 4, p(t), 4 
DEFINITION 5.3. If P(x, t, 5, A) is a polynomial of degree m as in (5.2), 
then P is said to be of co?utant multiplicity Y if P is k simple and 
Pnz(x, t, E, 4 = fi (A - ux, t, E>)“,, i=l 
THEOREM 5.4. For some d > 1, 6, p, m, Y > 0, /et P(xl t, $, h) be as in 
(5.2) and belong to C[co, 6, d, p]. If, in addition, P is hyperbolic, of comtant 
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mz&ipZicity Y and d < Y/(Y - l), then J OY some 6, 0 < b < p, there is a scale 
function p(t) such that if 
g(x, t> = g(t) E @P, w, PI> p(t), 01, 
then for avy s < b there exists r] < S such that (5.1) has a uaique solution 
f(~, t) = f(t) E WI, W, 4, p(t), 4. 
THEOREM 5.5. If we assume the conditions of Theorem 5.3 afld that P is 
of constu~at multiplicity Y, then the results of Theorem 5.3 follow fog any 
d < r/max(O, q + r - m). 
Remark 5.1. In the above, k is the number of strictly hyperbolic factors 
in P and r is the largest multiplicity of any characteristic of P. Thus k 3 r. 
Matsuura [17] shows that P can be refactored in such a way that k = r. 
This combined with the results of Leray and Ohya [13] give the same value 
of d as Theorem 5.5. 
The proofs of Theorems 5.2-5.5 are based on the following ideas. First, 
if some subset of the evolution operators ai are of constant multiplicity in the 
sense of Definition 5.3, then these evolution operators form a Lie algebra with 
coefficients which are pseudodifferential operators of degree zero (see A. Lax 
[12, p. 1511). This implies that the order in which the ai appear in the equa- 
tions is irrelevant. Also, it is possible to eliminate some of the space derivative 
from the differential operator under consideration by noting that (1 - 0)~ 
belongs to the Lie aIgebra for some values of p (here A has symbol -1 8 [a). 
If the operator P is strictly hyperbolic (of degree m) it is possible to com- 
pletely (including lower order terms) factor P, 
p = aloa,o--oa,, 
(see Nirenberg [18, p. 271). Th is is used to obtain “good” factorizations of 
operators such as those appearing in Theorem 5.3. 
Let us discuss some of the possible extensions of our results. A generaliza- 
tion to nonlinear equations should be based on a generalization of Theorem 2.1 
using the results of Nirenberg [3]. Note that the nonlinear case has been 
discussed in Leray and Ohya [14] and Bruhat [lo]. 
It is also possible to apply our results to systems which are nof equivalent 
to diagonal systems (see Friedrichs [22, p. 2151). Consider the system 
&f (XI 0 = f -u% t) &,f 6% t) + +, q.#+, t) + &, f>, 
i=l 
where f and g are m vectors and Ai and B are m x m matrices. Set 
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If we can find an invertible (elliptic) matrix C(x, t, 4) such that 
where D is real diagonal and Jis nilpotent (that is, find the Jordan form for A), 
then we can find an equivalent system of equations, 
wx, t) = I(1 - A)“Y(% t) + Bf(% t) + g(x, q, 
where a - D6 - D(x, t, D,)(l - A)1/2 and B is a pseudodifferential operator 
of degree zero. A trivial modification of Theorem 2.1 can be used to solve the 
above equation. We choose a scale 
X, = fi G(d, 6s) 
I=1 
and numbers 
p, = m - dv, 
d < m/(m - l), 
where we have 1 -k pv - p, > 0. Also B, = 0 except for t.~ = v f 1 where 
B u,u+l = (1 - AY” 
is of type d. Consequently, we have 
To apply this result we need only that A can but put in upper triangular 
form. However if we know the Jordan form of A it is possible to improve the 
choice of d in the above argument. 
If we wish to discuss the solvability in the dual scale of the scale of Gevrey 
functions, then we must show that our theory is stable under duality. This is 
true for the abstract theory in Section 2. The results in Treves [6, Section 61 
proves the stability for everything but evolution operators, however the 
requirements for stability of evolution operators are straightforward. In 
particular this will imply that our equations are solvable when the data of our 
problems are distributions with compact support, however the solutions 
may not be distributions. 
To obtain results that are global in time, one must generalize Theorem 2.1 
by assuming all conditions of the theorem are uniformly valid for t E [0, co) 
and, most importantly, that the operators Bvpj are of type strictly less than 
j + p, - p, and then prove the global solvability of (2.7) using the techniques 
of Treves [6, Section 131. When we apply this result to our partial differential 
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equations to obtain global time solvability, the most important change is that 
we must assume d satisfies a strict inequality. For example, in Theorem 5.1 
we must assume d < trz/(?n - 1) instead of d < ~/(m - 1). These results 
agree with those of Leray and Ohya [13, 141. 
APPENDIX-GEVR~Y PSEIJDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
In this appendix we shall introduce a class of pseudodifferential operators 
with Gevrey coefficients. Our “aIgebra” of operators will be a subset of the 
classes introduced by A. and J. Unterberger [27]. Consequently we are left 
with checking that our “algebra” is closed under various operations and that 
the operators are continuous in Gevrey spaces. We also remark that Boutct de 
Monvel and Rree [21] introduced a somewhat different algebra with Gevrey 
coefficients. For additional references see [22, 24, 261. 
By JV we mean the nonnegative integers, 9 the reals, and %? the complex 
numbers. We shall use the standard multiindex notation, 
4” = p . . . ‘gy 
Also, set ip ( ==p, + ..* +jn and p! = pi! ... p,!. If p, 4 E Jt”“, then we 
svp Gqifp, <ql ,..., p, < qn . If p < q, then 
4 ( ) 41 P = p!(p - q)! = (; j -*. (;: j- 
If B C 99 and X is a linear topological space, then C”“[Q, Xj is the space of w 
times continuously differential functions mapping D into X. If P(X) is a 
polynomial in X, then P(X) E C%[Q, X] means that the coefhcients P(A) 
belong to C*‘[Q, X]. If X and Y are two topological Iinear spaces, then 
L(X, Y) is the space of continuous linear operators from X into Y with the 
uniform operator topology. 
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DEFINITION A.1. Let 
where A, and A, are complex valued infinitely differentiable functions on 
9P or 9” x 9”. Let d > 1, p, nz > 0 and 1, q E JP. Then set 
W% 4 P, m, q, 0 = W$ , m, q) + WA48 , 4 p, m, q, l), (A-2) 
where 
.w% 3 1% s) = ypl(l + I t Iz)(‘Q’-na)‘z I &QA,(8)l), 
N&4, , 4 p, m q, 4 (A-3) 
= sup pIPI 1 p I!-” (1 + j f ls)(iQl-m)p [ .z”ZDzP +%4,(x, ,$)I}, 
Z,C,P 
and let 
GS(d, p, 4 = (4~ 0; N(4 4 p, m, q, Z) < co for all q, ZEJ~~) 
be a linear space with the topology introduced by the seminorms (A.2). 
We then define the operator corresponding to A(x, f) by 
and we call 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
the symbol of A(x, D,). If A(x, f) E GS(d, p, m), we say that 
A(x, D) E GS(d, p, m). 
In the usual case one wants to have A(x, D,) operating on Sobolev spaces. 
However, to meet our needs we want a(~, 0.J to operate on certain scales of 
Gevrey spaces. 
As usual we set 
Ilfll” = j” IfWl” & 
L2 = {f, llfll < 4, 
(A-6) 
and make the following definition. 
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DEFINITION A.2. Iff is a complex valued infinitely differentiable function 
on LP , then 
Ilflld,s = llfll, = (c (Ii &“fll SIP’ IP l!-a!2)1’z> 
P 
(A.71 
PROPOSITION A.1. G(d, s) is a scale of Hilbert spaces for each d, s E W, 
s > 0. 
Proof. The proof is trivial. 
In the next theorem we give some of the algebraic and continuity properties 
of GS(d, p, m). 
THEOREM A.l. Let d, p, p’, m, , nt, be positive lzumbers with p’ < pI d > 1. 
I. .Zf Ai(x, e) E GS(d, p, m,), i = 1,2, then B(x, E) = A,(x, E) + A,(x, 5) 
is a continuous map of GS(d, p, ml) x GS(d, p, mJ into GS(d, p’, max(n%, mz)>. 
II. If 4(x, 8 E GS(4 P, 4, then B(x, E) = D,‘aEsA,(x, t) is a 
continuous map of GS(d, p, ml) into GS(H, p’, 1121 - s) for anI7 integers I > 0 
and s > 0. 
III. If A&q E) E GS(d, p, nzi), i = 1,2, th@z B(x, E) = A&, 0 A,(x, E) 
is a contirmous map of GS(d, p, m,) x GS(d, p, m,) ho GS(d, p’, ml + mJ. 
IV. If A&, E) E GS(d, p, mJ, i = 1, 2, then there exists B(x, <) E: 
GS(d, p’, ml + mJ such that B(x, D,) = ./2,(x, DO) o 9,(x, II,). Moreover, 
is a continuous map of GS(d, p, ml) x GS(d, p, mJ into GS(d, pi, ml + m2 - nz) 
for any integer m > 0. 
V. If A,(x, e) E GS(d, p, n$), then there exists Al*(x, f) E GS(d, p’, ml) 
such that 
for all compactly supported injkitely dtgerentiable f andg. Moreover, 
B(x, t-1 = 4*(x, 8 - c (l/p!) w vq% f> 
IPIG--1 
is a continuous mapping of GS(d, p, ml) into GS(d, p, frzl - m). 
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VI. If A(x, r,$) E GS(d, p, 0) and f E G(d, s), then 
II 4% GJfll, G CNllflls 9 
where C is a constant independent of A and s, 0 < s < p’ < p, and 
iv = ;;;$W4,4 P, 0, 0, 1) for some k > 0. 
: 
Also, if0 < a < s’ < s < b < ao, m > 0, and A([) = (1 + 1 .$ I”)‘+, then 
II 4aJfll,, < C(s - S’Pd Ilflls 9 
for some constant C indepemlent of s and s’. 
VII. Let x(f) be infinitely dajferentiable and szcch that 
x(f) = 0, 141 <ii, 
x(5) = 1, Ikl Zl. 
If A(x, I) is homogeneous of degree m in 4 and A(x, 4) > 6 > 0 for all 
x, 1 4 1 = 1, then the mapping 
x(t) 24(x, 4) -+ X(~)I~4(X, 63 
is continuous from GS(d, p, m) into GS(d, p”, -m) for some p” < p. 
COROLLARY A.1. Let d, p, p’, m, , m, , 6, m, k, Y, s, be positive numbers with 
d > 1, p’ < p’ If 4(x, t, I) . zs a k times continuously d@erentiable map of 
t E [0, 81 into GS(d, p, m,), i = 1, 2, then 
are respectively k times continuously dazerentiable mappings of t E [0, S] into 
GS(d, p’, m=(ml , m,)), GS(d, P’, ml - 4, GS(d, p’, ml + m2 - m), and 
GS(d, p’, nz, - m). In part VII we need x(t) A(x, t, 6) to be a k times con- 
tinuozcslq, dzzerentiable map of t E [0, S] into GS(d, p, m) in which case 
x(t)/A(x, t, f) will be a k times continuously da#Hentiable naap of t E [0, S] into 
GS(d, p”, m) for some p” < p. 
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Proof of Theorem -4.1. The proofs we need can be obtained by modifying 
the corresponding results of [21-271. Because these modifications are all 
similar we present the following brief discussion to illustrate how this is done. 
First, note that there are many sets of seminorms that are equivalent to A.2. 
In particular, if A@, 0, d, p, m,q, and I are as in Definition A-1, then we can 
define a set of seminorms equivalent to A.2 by 
J’(4 4 P, w q, I) = %(A, , w q) + J&4 , 4 P, m, q, 0, 
4(& , d, P, m, q,4 (A-8) 
= ;ll; ($“I 1 p I!-d (1 + 1 5 js)(l+ln)ls [ 71, a; a&&, E)i), 
where &(T, f) is the Fourier transform of A@, 4) in the x variable. We then 
have that for any p’ < p there exists a constant C such that 
WA, 4 P’, 112, q, 0 d Cc J”(-4,4 P, m, q, kj, 
k 
J%% 4 P’, m, q, 0 B C 1 N(d 4 P, m, q, k), 
k 
(A.9) 
where the sum in k is finite. We also frequently use the identity 
We now consider a special case of the composition of two symbols. Let 
A(x, t) and B(x, 5) be two symbols which converge to zero as x approaches 
infinity. If we set 
C(x, () = A@, 4) 0 B(x, 6) 
(A.ll) 
R&, t) = C(x, t) - 1 (l/j!) aejA(x, t) D,“B(x, E), 
lj1sp-1 
then we have 
C(T, .$) = s A(T - 0, f -+ f3) B(6, () dff, (see [27]). (A.12) 
If we use (A.1 1) and (A.12) to compute an integral representation for 
aszagqR,Jr, 0 and then apply Taylors expansion we obtain 
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Cl = in;;, 4i.4 4 pl , ~fl, i 0, 
C2 = ig JUG 4 p2 , m, , i, O), 
G = Jlrz(.R, ,4 P, ml + m2 - m, q, I), 
(A.14) 
where a5 is defined below. Then we have the estimates 
(1 + ,$ ~a)(li+kl-m,)/2 
I(++” a; a;+kA(-e, $A)[ < Cl 1 p - h !!a py, 
4 = f + xl + AT, (A.15) 
(1 + 1 8 12)(‘Q+k’-mp)‘2 ](I9 + 7gh+i IqkB(B + 7, f)‘>I < c, 1 h + i I!dpp’fi+i’, 
(A.16) 
(1 + IO + ?- j2y < c 1 I(0 3-q 1, (A.18) 
Ii14~ 
where C in (A.18) depends on 01. 
If we choose (y. = ( ml - ( j + R j ( + n + 1 and combine the above 
estimates we obtain 
c, < c,c,c sup I p I!-d p’e’ c 
B 
c (i) 1 p - h j!” [ h + i I!y*k’p;‘n+i’, 
hQ li[<or 
(A.19) 
where C is independent ofp and h. However, 
I h + i I! < I h I! (I h I + +, lil da, (A.20) 
and consequently 
C, < ClC2C “~up{(l h 1 + a)(Ol+l)’ p’v’p$“+hp;‘h’>, (A.21) 
Y 
which is finite if p < min(p, , p2). 
We now consider part VI of Theorem A.l. Let A(%, LJ) converge to zero as 
r approaches infinity and belong to GS(d, p, 0). If 
A’*.Q’ = D,“i&~A(zc, e$), (A.22) 
hen 
D,pA(x, D,)f(x) = (24~” j- eixr c fp--qA(~.“)(~, f)j(.$) d[. (A.23) 
P<P 
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Ifwesetr =n+ 1 and 
then 
C, = SUP J’l-4 4 P, O,O, 4, 
IZIQ 
(A.24j 
(1 + ] T ]z)r/a ] @a(~, t)] < CC& + 1 p I)!” p-(131+). 
We can write 
(A.25) 
(~4’pso)(x> QJf>* = j- (7 - E)” &I - E, f)&> d5. (A.26) 
If we combine (A.25), (A.26) and Young’s inequality, then we obtain 
11 A’P~“‘(x, &.)fll < CC, l!fll(~ + ] p I)!” p-(lpl-i-rl) 
s 
(1 + ! T In)-(n+W & 
d CCdl P I + p>T I P lfd 0’ llflll (A.27) 
for some constant C. Thus, 
d 1 C (P - q)!-” s”-” I/ D,“-“fll (s/p)‘“’ CC,(j q j + r)’ ‘, 
P Q<P 1 
(A-28) 
and consequently 
k=O 
(A.291 
Finally, we consider part VII of Theorem A. 1. We write 
where 
x(E) x(E> 
46 E) = m - 
~4,(% 5) xcn 
4c3 4% 63 ’ (A.30) 
4% n = 4(i3 + .h(% f), 4(f) 3 8. 
If we now refer to Gevrey [23, p. 1341 we see that an c derivative of 1 //l(x, E) 
can be written as a sum of products of l/&(x, c) and 5 derivatives of A(x, 0. 
The main difficulty is the l/A(x, 6) term. For those terms we use the estimate 
for all x, I 5: I = 1 
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given in [23, p. 1353. Note that if 
m = X(x4 , m, 0) + Wx4 , 4 p, la, 0, O), 
,4(x, C) 3 s > 0, 
(A.3 1) 
then 
M = S(S “+ m) ’ 
6” = 6 &-& 2-d. 
This concludes the discussion of the proof of Theorem A. 1. 
Proof of Corollas-7 A.1. The proof follows immediately from the con- 
tinuity properties given in Theorem A. 1. 
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